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Module Four – Fresh Herb Hot and Cold Infusions 
 

Preparing a Hot Infusion 

Pour 1.5 cups hot water over 1 to 2 tablespoons tea. Cover the vessel and allow to 
steep. 

For most herbal teas, allow 15 to 20 minutes to steep. That probably seems like a 
long time, but it really does take that long to get a full extraction. Try to be patient. 
You can also just steep for 5 to 10 minutes and re-steep your tea a little later. For 
blends with black or green tea in them, steep for only 5 minutes if you want to avoid 
the bitter tannins. You can re-steep black and green teas multiple times. 

Preparing a Cold Infusion 

Combine about 1 tablespoon tea per cup of cold water in a lidded jar. Shake the jar 
for a few seconds, then place it in a cool space for at least 2 hours. I usually just 
stick the jar in the fridge for a few hours. 

Cold infusions are important if you are trying to extract delicate vitamins, flavonoids, 
mucilaginous carbohydrates, and enzymes from herbs. Slippery elm, fruits, raspberry 
leaf, and marshmallow root are just a few examples of herbs that do well in cold 
extractions. 

Preparing a Fresh-Herb Hot Infusion 

When you work with dried herbs, they are often cut and sifted for you. With fresh 
herbs, you need to gently tear the herbs or finely chop them with a knife. Because 
fresh herbs have a high water content, you will need to fully pack the jar (or other 
vessel) with fresh herbs if you desire a strong tea. 

Pour hot water over the herbs, cover with a lid, and allow the herbs to steep until 
the tea is cool enough to drink. 

Preparing a Fresh-Herb Cold Infusion 

Fill the vessel with cold water and herbs. Make sure the herbs are fully submerged. 
Cover and shake the vessel for several seconds and then place it in a cool spot. Let 
the tea steep for several hours or overnight. For centuries, fresh herbs have been 
added to cold drinking water to kill pathogens and add refreshing flavor, vitamins, 
and minerals. 
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Preparing Sun Tea 

Fill a jar with herbs and spices and cold water. Put the lid on and shake for several 
seconds. Make sure the herbs are fully submerged, and place the jar in a sunny 
windowsill or in a sunny spot in your yard for a few hours. Sun teas feel fresh and 
alive, really lending themselves to the wildness of homegrown herbs. I drink a lot of 
water when I am farming or wildcrafting, so I always have a jug of sun tea ready to 
replenish my body in the afternoon. 

Blending Tea as a Prescription for Life 

A great gift we can each give ourselves is in simply slowing down enough to listen to 
our bodies and using herbs to support our health on a daily basis. The more I 
participate in my own well-being, the more I feel empowered and enabled to give 
greater healing support to my community. 

Each herb has its own story. I am deeply familiar with a lot of different herbs at this 
point, and the action and flavor of each one makes it feel as if the herb is embedded 
in the cells of my body. One of the really cool aspects of getting to know herbs is 
that you will begin to notice that the right herbs will reveal themselves by popping to 
mind precisely when you need them. 

When herbs speak to me, I usually listen. I might be at the farmers’ market or 
running errands when I feel my heart, way in the background, shuffling through 
memories of herbs and letting me know which would benefit me in that precise 
moment. It feels like my body is not only processing how I feel in a situation but 
also advising me about where to look to complement my situation. Depending on 
the circumstance, I might reroute myself toward a familiar place where a supportive 
herb is growing, head home to make some tea, or momentarily adjust my focus 
toward the memory of the herb so I can find peace and acceptance of my situation. 
You get to decide how to respond to the messages your body sends you. 

 

 


